Please follow the attached links to an integrated suite of 7 visual aids. They highlight the vital importance of all personnel following the correct isolation procedures when working on plant – Lock Out and Tag Out (LOTO).

The videos can be viewed as a whole or individual scenes selected to highlight particular points. They are ideal for use in toolbox talks, an induction process or as part of a safety training or awareness event.

The resources consist of humorous animations and videos which convey powerful safety messages very clearly. They demonstrate the errors that can be made when trying to isolate plant and then provide an example of the correct procedure to follow.

These visual aids can be used with an audience of any nationality as everything is based on visual rather than spoken or text based messages. They are relevant to anyone who works with plant.
The link below is to the Safequarry YouTube channel where the videos can be viewed. Below this is a list that provides a brief description of the topic covered in each scene and a direct link to it.

**LINK TO THE SAFEQUARRY YOUTUBE CHANNEL. PLEASE SCROLL DOWN AND CLICK ON THE RELEVANT LOCK OUT / TAG OUT (LOTO) SCENES**

Scene 1  **The basics**

Scene 2  **Multiple workers on the same piece of equipment**

Scene 3  **Ensure the right piece of plant has been isolated - test**

Scene 4  **Never give your lock out padlock key to another person**

Scene 5  **Make sure a system is locked out and any stored energy is released**

Scene 6  **Make sure all relevant plant is locked out - up and downstream**

Scene 7  **Working on mobile plant**